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Background Information:
Kuwait has the sixth-largest oil reserves in the world and is one of OPEC’s top oil-producing and
exporting countries. Oil export revenue makes up almost half of Kuwait’s GDP and over 85
percent of state revenues. The Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC) plans to increase oil
production capacity to 4 million barrels per day by 2020. Kuwait consumes a very small part of
this oil domestically with over 80% of oil being exported. No wonder in recent months we have
been seeing increasing imports of oil well steel casings from China, Singapore and Mexico for
various drilling projects funded by the Kuwait Oil Company (KOC). These casings are shipped as
break bulk cargo and often arrive with heavy damages in way of indentations and/or heavy
scratching of casings box/pin ends. The casings are subject to third party inspection before usage
and in case of damages found to the socket and spigot end it is declared a total loss with limited
or no repair option.
This bulletin describes these issues in more detail and emphasis on the need for a full joint
discharge supervision to protect the members’ interest and prevent inflated claims at a later
stage.

Oil Well Drilling Casings:
Drilling for oil is an expensive business costing the company hundreds of thosuands of dollars a
day and as such there is absolutely no room for any operator errors or equipment failures. A
single casing measuring 40 ft x 24 in diameter can cost over USD $ 6000.00 / piece.
What are oil well drilling casings - casings in its simplified form are steel tubing used in the oil
and gas drilling industry to support borehole walls of the well. Casing is run from the rig floor,
connected one joint at a time (forming casing strings) either by standard API couplings or welded
on pin and box connectors with a specialized thread. In case of any leakages from the joint of
the casing/s the entire operation can be affected resulting in heavy penalties and downtime for
the replacement of the leaking casing/s.
The damage to casings will often require re-threading the coupling and pin ends, while bends and
dents (if not too severe may be straightened by special machinery in larger oil field centres). Not
only that but since the oil well casing is subject to extremely high pressures, such repairs would
need to be inspected and approved by pipeline technicians. Unfortunately in Kuwait there are no
approved repair facilities to undertake casing repairs as such the entire casing batch suspected of
damages are often rejected by KOC on the above grounds with the member bearing the brunt of
the claim running into millions of dollars.
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Preventing Casing Damages:
There are some excellent references and guidelines published by various sources on safe
transportation of steel pipes / casings, however, despite these best practices in almost each and
every shipment we find numerous damages to the pipe casing ends which in our opinion can
reasonably be attributed to rough handling at various stages in transit, during loading and
discharging and during the ocean voyage.
Minimizing cargo claims - one thing is for certain: no matter how well casings are stowed and
lashed, damages are likely to occur because the traditional method of stacking and bundling the
casings are often insecure leading to damages and near-misses / accidents with often serious
consequences. The tubes are provided with threaded ends at either end for connection purposes.
These threads are particularly vulnerable to damages by rough handling despite being protected
by protective caps. It is therefore not only prudent but essential that a surveyor is employed if
any pipe products especially drilling casings are to be transported, loaded or unloaded.
Due to the sensitive nature of this shipment, the consignee will have their local representative /
surveyor present for the outturn and subsequent discharge supervision. Whereas often there
would be no surveyor present to protect the ship owners interest and it’s only after receiving the
letter of protest(s) the Club will be informed and a local P&I surveyor would be appointed.
This practice of appointing a surveyor ‘post-damage’ often results in inconclusive findings as the
surveyor would not be in a position to comment on the actual stowage of the consignment at the
time of outturn survey nor be able to comment on whether the stevedores took all necessary
precautions during discharging the cargo. This can also lead to ‘inflated’ damage claims later on.

Case Study:
Recently our correspondent in Kuwait had been appointed by the members’ Club to conduct
discharge supervision for a shipment of casing pipes where the actual damage was limited to 24
casing pipes (a loss of approximately USD $ 144,000.00). However, later on the receiver claimed
for 102 damage casing pipes (a loss of over USD $ 612,000.00).
Since, the casings were inspected at the time of actual discharge operation all the damage
casings serial numbers were recorded. The member thus on this occasion was able to reject the
‘inflated’ claim on basis of the surveyor findings who had clearly stated and identified serial
numbers of the affected casings backed by detailed photographic evidence.
This is another reason why a surveyor should be appointed during the entire discharging
operation for such high value cargo as not only the surveyor will be monitoring the discharging
but at the same time making sure that the cargo is being handled and transported to port
storage area and stowed carefully.
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About AVA MARINE GROUP:
AVA Marine is a professional marine surveying and consultancy firm – founded and led by its principal marine
surveyor Kaivan H. Chinoy. The Company provides a comprehensive range of specialist marine surveying, marine
loss control & consultancy services primarily in Western Canada and the West Coast of the United States
To learn more about our marine surveying capabilities, visit our website at ava-marine.com
AVA Marine | Bunker Detective is also the member of the AIMU (American Institute of Marine Underwriters), CBMU
(Canadian Board of Marine Underwriters) and MIABC (Marine Insurance Association of British Columbia) and the
IBIA (The International Bunker Industry Association)
Global Network: Toronto |Houston| |Panama| Veracruz | Rio de Janeiro |Buenos Aires / San Lorenzo |Amsterdam |

Singapore |Shanghai
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